Ling-Lie Wang
Physics Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton The nuclear p-decay constant G~' is determined from 0'-0' superallowed Fermi P transitions.
Extracting the nuclear-dependent radiative correction 5~and the Coulomb correction 5~one obtains a nuclear-independent Ft value: Ft=ft(1+ 5s) x(1 -6c). "" Then G""=~'In2/(Ftm, ') . Two recent values"'" for G~' ' ~i n terms of the nucleon electromagnetic form factors, and to calculate G, '1 in terms of o.~and G,~" (q') = -g"(q') = 1.253/(1 -q'/m~')', with m~=0. 9 GeV. The partial conservation of axial-vector current and the generalized Goldberger-Treiman relation" are used to compute G,. Further, we take I', = G, =O for the fits listed here. In order to incorporate radiative corrections we use the Fermi coupling
The results of our hyperon fits are listed in 
